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HM in the old days had a long history of being the premier site for Adult Photomanips. Then the USA
passed some insane legislation that made a number of images on HM illegal to have, due to
documentation of models age verification that we were required to have on hand. Because of that we
left the USA and found a happy home in Canada. Since then we have had more server issues and
other problems that caused us to move yet again, to a different server. On Our new host, we were
asked to make the Hardcore Photomanips non-accessible to the general public and did not let them
in the Adult Gallery. Because 3D art and 2d art did not use real life models images these images
were allowed in the galleries. 
Well to make a long story short, this weekend, the Porn is coming back to the adult gallery. Artists
that create this art are welcome to post these sort of images in the adult gallery this weekend and
beyond. We have a number of images that were in the adult gallery previously that will be transferred
back to that gallery. 
When getting ready for this it was noticed that quite a few images seem to be lost both from our
backups and from the site. for some reason we still have the images thumbnails but not the images
themselves. I know some of our members have a complete history of images posted here. If any of
you collectors would be able to check over the adult gallery manip section and see if you have any of
these images that would be fantastic. 
Thank you, and Saturday, The perverts are back!
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